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Family Learning at Home – Insights and Experiences
by Kanerahtóntha Leith Mahkewa
Wat’konnonhwerá:ton sewakwé:kon,
This past week has been a learning curve for all of us
who have been rerouted from our normal routines. Even
the best of us have felt overly stressed and concerned
not only for our immediate family but the community at large. With that being
said, I wanted to talk about distance learning, a new form of learning for most
of us. This has been enacted as a precautionary measure to keep our
children safe and healthy by having the schools closed. I want to make it very
clear that, though I am by no means an expert in the subject of distance
learning, I do have I have experience with homeschooling. My children were
homeschooled for approximately 4.5 years, between the ages of 3-10. My
oldest would have been in grade 4 when we started and when he finally went
back to main stream school he was entering into grade 9. I have also asked
others to share their input. Essentially, tips and advice on how to make the
most of the situation that we now find ourselves in.
I will begin by saying that it is very important to acquire grace for yourself and
for your “students”. Typically, there is a two week grace period that takes
place; parents get used to having their children around 24/7 and children
transition into being more independent learners. One parent shared the
following: “The biggest thing is don’t think you’re going to duplicate a
classroom or school in your home. The atmosphere and setting is different
and you will get overwhelmed and discouraged.” Her sentiments are on point.
You want to make it an enjoyable experience for everyone. It has to get done
in some regard but it does not have to be drudgery. She also added “Relax
and have fun.”
Our family dynamics are all different and the needs of our children vary as
well. There is no cookie cutter template for distance learning. Each family has
to make it their own and it takes practice. You need to make a routine/
schedule that is manageable for you and your family. We must keep in mind
that the amount of time our children spend in school does not have to equal
the amount of time your child is learning at home. At school, time is allotted
for the number of students in the class, transitions between subjects,
classroom management, lunch, gym, etc. Typically, children at home are
individually instructed which means they could be learning a specific subject
for 20 minutes or less, it all depends on the age of the child and the subject in
question. We have to keep in mind that this is a very stressful time and we
also need to be flexible. Therefore, if you are struggling with math, taking a
break to go outside, to fold laundry, or to read a book is fine. You can always
continue the math work at another time or another day. Remember that your
children might also be stressed.
There are many ways children can learn from home. There are on-line
activities, workbooks, outside play-time and other opportunities that help to
run the family household. What I can guarantee is that children will want to be
engaged. Even the teenagers at some point and especially the young ones
who have a thousand questions about everything will show interest. When my
oldest son was about five years old, I asked him “why do you ask so many
questions?” He told me “Ista, I’m only five. I don’t know much.” I think about
this often as I now have a five year old who constantly wants me to watch him
play Lego or asks “are you done working yet?” Just while writing this letter he
has told me he loved me about 6 times.

Lastly, I think it is very important to remember that we are all facing some of
the same challenges. Most of us are not teachers and even those of us who
are may, at times, find it difficult to teach our own children. With that in mind, I
think it’s vital that we use the resources that are extended to us, create our
own when needed, share our successes with others and ask for help when
we are struggling. In the past two weeks we have all had to make changes to
our normal routines and often things are changing daily. I know that I have
not yet started “school” in my house. It’s just not the right time, but it will be
next week.
I hope this letter finds you all in good health and good spirits,
Kanerahtontha

Tsitewatewatéwienst ne tsi niionkwarihò:ten – Learning from our teachings
It’s important in our teachings to think about the gifts we have been
given and to reflect on all the things we are thankful for. This video is a
storybook layout of Ohén:ton Karihwatékhwen as told by Jake Swamp
in Kanien’kéha and English, from the book Giving Thanks. This is for
all families to enjoy listening and watching. It helps to put things in
perspective and allows for children to connect with saying their own
thanksgiving to use daily.
Some activities to share with your family:

 When waking up in the morning to acknowledge creation and give
thanks in their own words. It helps to start the day in a positive
way.
 Go for a walk, at this time of the year the birds are active and
listen for different changes in the environment and acknowledge
how the people are connected to them.
 Sing! Singing helps to remember the words to say, and fosters a
positive connection with their family! This is a popular song of
Ohén:ton Karihwatékhwen by: Bear Fox (from Akwesasne)

Reading At Home
When it comes to instilling a love of reading, it doesn’t really matter
what you read, fiction, nonfiction, graphic novels. The important
thing is that we all help to inspire our children to feel confident and
comfortable reading.
Here are some home reading tips:






Make the time to read
Choose different types of books
Take turns reading
Talk about the book – ask your child questions about what is
being read

 Pay attention to the language used – talk about the vivid language
If you are uncertain, about how difficult a book maybe for your child
follow the five-finger rule: Open the book to any page. Start
reading. Hold up a hand and put a finger up for every time you see a
word you do not know.

0-1= too easy
2-3= just right
4 = okay to try
5+ = too hard

We must strongly
emphasize the
importance of daily reading. Whether your child is reading
independently, or you are reading with them, this will be the key to
maintaining their language and literacy skills.
Pick up books off your shelves at home or use the following sites to
access a wide range of EBooks for your child to choose from:
Epic!
This site is a digital library consisting of a wealth of picture books and
novels for children up to the age of 12.
*If your child does not have a class code please email me your child’s
name, their teacher, and grade and I will send you the login
information. I can be reached at: Jill.leslie@kecedu.ca
Unite for literacy
This site is perfect for young readers to practice their reading skills.
The collection is perfect for K-2 and can be read by the child or by the
computer.
Storyline Online

A good selection of books that are read out loud by various actors to
the children. There are even short lessons to go with the books if you
feel so inspired.

Geography & Virtual Tours
Field trips might not be possible right now but there are so many
online resources that you can use to go on virtual tours. You can
explore Easter Island, the Smithsonian’s National Museum of
History, and the world from the comfort of your own home! All
you need is an electronic device – you can use your desktop
computer, laptop, tablet, or even your phone. Virtual tours are a
great way to teach your children about geography and museums
in a fun and engaging manner.
Explore Easter Island: a Polynesian island in the southeastern
Pacific Ocean that is known for its large carved figures.
Explore the Smithsonian’s National Museum of History: a large
museum in Washington, DC with millions of artifacts including
animals, dinosaurs, and fossils.
Explore the World through 360 Degree Photos: the largest
collection of 360° photos of different cities and sites all over the
world.

Traditional Teachings and Haudenosaunee Knowledge
Learning from parents, extended family and traditional
knowledge holders has always been a natural part of our
learning as Onkwehón:we people. Fortunately, this way of
passing on knowledge, gaining skills and understanding our
histories continues to take place in Kahnawà:ke today.
Storytelling is one important example of how our teachings,
experiences and worldview gets passed on through families from
generation to generation. Here is a link to an educational guide
that was developed by the Smithsonian’s National Museum of
the American Indian. It is a source that covers foundational
teachings about the history and worldview of the
Haudenosaunee, including teachings embedded in the
Peacemaker Story and the cycle of thanksgiving. Importantly it
discusses how these teachings still guide us in our lives today.
This resource can help students to understand and think about
our worldview and how our teachings have remained part of our
communities and families. Topics can help invoke storytelling for
all ages, share your family stories about how these teaching are
still alive in Kahnawà:ke and through our relationships with the
other nations across the Confederacy.

Kanien’kéka Tewatá:ti – Let’s Speak Kanien’kéha
While students are spending time with their families, here are
some great ways to bring Kanien’kéha into your homes. First is a
series of 26 instructional videos from the Iakwahwatsirátie
Language Nest developed right here in Kahnawà:ke. Their You
Tube channel also contains 9 short stories and songs presented
by the teachers and families at the nest. The second resource is
a free phone app that was created by the Six Nations Polytech
for more advanced Kanien’kéha language learning. It has 42
categories for listening, reading and speaking. It includes cultural
notes with word lists to build vocabulary and a variety audio
convertions. The search function and glossary is also a very
handy feature.
Iakwahwatsiratatie Language Nest YouTube channel

Phone app: “Speak Mohawk”:
Click Here to download to Apple
Click here to download with Google Play App stores

French for all skill levels
There are endless resources that can help facilitate learning
outside of the classroom. The following selected sites are
intended to offer students opportunities to be exposed to the
language in a variety of engaging ways.

For families with Preschool children, click here and follow along
with French illustrated songs that the little ones would love.
Simply click on the pictures or song titles and enjoy.
For Grades 1-2 children you can easily access French
illustrated audio stories that are easy to follow by the parents as
well. Just Click on a story and enjoy the listening with your
children. You can scroll down to see all the books pictures along
your listening .

For Grades 3-4 children can choose from a variety of French
audio books from the virtual library resource called BAnQ. Once
on the page site, your children choose a story by clicking on the
pictures books and then enjoy the listening with you or without
you!
For Grades 5-6 children, you can access a large variety of
different educational documentaries and movies on different
themes by clicking here. The visual is very impressive to keep the
pre-teens interested! The students chose something of their age
interest in French and enjoy.
As always, by using their username and password, KSS students
can access the Rosetta Stone Classroom to keep their French
skills sharp. The program allows students to learn independently
by logging in as often as the like, keeping in mind that an hour
each day at home compares to an hour a week at school.

Math
Find fun activities to do with your child to keep up their basic
math skills, follow a recipe, go on a scavenger hunt for different
shapes around the house, roll the dice, do a Sudoku puzzle. A
deck of cards works great to play addition or multiplication war.
The possibilities are endless.
Click Here for 15 fun ways to practice math
Some fun online math games can be found at:
Splash Learn
Cool Math 4 Kids

Science
Nursery and Kindergarten
Colour the science!
For young children, Crayola offers free PDF copies of science
coloring worksheets. Let kids colour on their own or with their
parents!
Elementary students can view videos from Peekaboo Kids
(Youtube) to learn science – through short and fun animations!
Secondary students can watch Crash course and choose
from a playlist of the topics:
Biology
Chemistry
Ecology
Astronomy
Artificial intelligences

Making Communication Easier
A lot of families and friends aren’t able to visit one another right
now but we are lucky that we have some great communication
tools available to us. A lot of people use FaceTime or Skype but
there are also two free platforms you can sign up for video,
audio, or text chats with your loved ones. You can have video
chats with multiple people at once and all you need is an email
address, a smartphone/tablet/computer, and a Wi-Fi connection!
It can be set up so your children can see their friends or their
elderly loved ones that they can’t physically visit right now.
Zoom - up to 100 people can join a video chat!
LifeSize - up to 25 people can join a video chat
If you have an account on either of these sites you just send the
link to the video chat and your friends and family can enter the
chat without needing to sign up for an account.

Final Thoughts—Home Learning Menu
Remember, keep it fun and don’t pressure yourself to run a textbook schoolhouse. All
these resources, tips and tools are intended to support families while their children are
not in regular classes. Do what you can in a way that suits your family dynamics.
Here is a fun little tool that can help make learning fun and engaging for the whole
family:

Learning is Everywhere!!
A weekly menu of fun learning activities to choose from.
Choose ___ activities to do at home this week.
1. Bake a dessert using an online
recipe book or family recipe.
Follow each step and
measurements closely.

2. Play a game like Monopoly,
Scattegories or Yahtzee. Read the
directions out loud to the other
players

3. Write a letter to a family
member or friend that does not
live with you.

4. Use a map to plan your dream
vacation, Where would you go?
What would you see?

5. Read a book and write a
review. Do you like the book? Why
or why not? What was the best
part? Who else would read it?

6. Turn off all the lights! Grab a
book and read with a flashlight.

7. Do some research on the
weather for the week. Record
yourself giving a detailed weather
report.

8. Make a video of yourself reading your favorite book. Send the
video to a family member who
would also love the story.

9. Ask a family member about a
funny memory they have. Document it by writing, drawing pictures or by making a short video.
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